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FIME first to offer JCB card and mobile validation services 
 

Supporting issuers worldwide with card personalization validation services for 
JCB’s contactless and mobile J/Speedy™ products 

 

June 15, 2016 – FIME is the first testing provider to be accredited by JCB to support issuing 

banks with their JCB contactless and mobile issuing projects. JCB issuers with more than 95,6 

million JCB cards across 21 countries can now confirm that their JCB contactless, mobile 

J/Speedy™ v3.0 products are personalized correctly, in line with the JCB specifications.  

FIME is a world leader in providing card personalization validation services, and is accredited 

by major international and domestic payment networks. In addition to its accredited 

certification services, banks can benefit from FIME’s trainings, expertise and technical support 

services. These services help issuers achieve seamless EMV migration and successful 

certification of their cards and mobile applications, reducing both time-to-market and costs. 

FIME’s personalization validation test tool (PVT), PersevalPro, which is co-developed with 

Barnes International and used by issuers, card manufacturers and personalization bureaus for 

pre-certification testing, has also received JCB qualification. Use of this tool minimises the risk 

of failure at the final certification stage.  

“Issuing banks need the right support to manage their EMV migration projects and bring 

mobile payment solutions to market,” comments Arnaud Peninon, Director of FIME Asia. 

“Only accredited services and qualified tools can ensure global interoperability and deliver the 

smooth certification that reduces banks’ product development costs and time to market.”  

Find out more about FIME’s services or contact a regional office to discuss a specific project. 
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About FIME 
 
FIME offers comprehensive consulting services, technical training, technology design, test tools and 
certification testing across the financial services, telecom, transit and identity sectors. Its experts 
support projects from start to finish, resolving the technical challenges its customers face when 
implementing a complete portfolio of specifications, standards and multi-brand industry requirements.  
 
FIME speaks the language of its customers and uses its 20+ years of experience to ensure that card and 
mobile transactions services are implemented efficiently and successfully. It supports a range of 
technologies including contact, contactless, EMV chip, near field communication (NFC), host card 
emulation (HCE), tokenization, secure element (SE), machine to machine (M2M), internet of things (IoT) 
and trusted execution environment (TEE). 
 
Partnering with the international and national payment schemes, and industry bodies, FIME ensures its 
multi-brand offering is always aligned with the latest market requirements.  
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FIME. One Action. A billion transactions.  

www.fime.com | Twitter | LinkedIn | YouTube 
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